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Methane activation on Ni and Ru model catalysts
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Abstract

This article reviews research related to the activation of methane by Ni and Ru using model catalysts, highlighting the
surface science work carried out using molecular beams methods and elevated pressure reaction studies. Emphasis is placed on
connecting the model studies of surface science with the corresponding results obtained on the analogous ‘real world’ catalysts.
These combined studies have added considerable new information to our understanding of the fundamental mechanism of
C–H bond activation, the nature of the subsequently formed intermediates and the role these intermediates play in important
methane reactions such as steam reforming, partial oxidation and homologation. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last several decades, considerable effort has
been directed toward the conversion of methane to
value-added products such as transportable liquid
hydrocarbons and oxygenates [1–7]. These studies
have been motivated by the availability of natural gas
(whose main constituent is methane) and the decreas-
ing supply of world petroleum reserves. Methane is a
refractory molecule with a C–H bond dissociation en-
ergy of 104 kcal/mol and as such, methane activation
represents a great challenge to researchers all over
the world.

Currently steam reforming of methane represents
the primary route for methane conversion [8,9]. This
highly endothermic process involves the reaction of
methane with steam to form syngas (a mixture of CO
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and hydrogen). Syngas is reacted to methanol which is
then converted to gasoline via the methanol to gasoline
(MTG) process [10,11]. The Fischer–Tropsch process
can be directly utilized to convert syngas to hydrocar-
bons [12,13] whereas direct conversion of methane
to hydrocarbons can be carried out via the oxidative
coupling of methane [14]. Though many researchers
have contributed toward significant improvements in
methane coupling [15–18], it is still far from being a
commercially viable process. In recent years, a two
step non-oxidative low temperature methane homolo-
gation process (comprising of methane chemisorption
in the first step followed by hydrogenation of a hydro-
carbonaceous species to hydrocarbons in the second
step) has been proposed [19,20]. unfortunately the
hydrocarbon yields obtained thus far are too low for
the process to be economically viable. Very recently
we have proposed, in similar fashion, the step-wise
steam reforming of methane over Ni based catalysts
for production of CO-free hydrogen for use in fuel
cells [21,22].
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Ultimately in order to optimize the development of
superior catalysts, it is essential to understand the cat-
alyst surface at the molecular level. Over the past two
decades there have been an emergence of a number of
spectroscopic tools which enable comprehensive char-
acterization of a catalyst surface at the atomic level
[23–25]. These techniques have provided new insights
into phenomena such as chemisorption on metal sur-
faces, adsorbate–adsorbate interactions and reactions.

In this review studies related to methane activation
on Ni and Ru single crystals are summarized. The in-
teraction of methane with Ni surfaces is of consider-
able importance because steam reforming of methane
is carried out on Ni-based catalysts [8]. The interest
in Ru arises from the fact that Ru-based catalysts are
very active for the two step methane homologation
process [19].

2. Methodologies and techniques employed

In this section a brief description is given of the
various methodologies and surface science techniques
that have been utilized for the investigations to be
described. Both ‘molecular beam techniques’ and
‘bulb methods’ have been extensively used to acquire
a wide range of information relevant to methane dis-
sociation on surfaces. Molecular beam techniques are
relatively new and permit considerable control with
respect to reactant parameters such as translational ki-
netic energy and incident angle. The beam energy can
be varied by changing the nozzle temperature or by
seeding of the methane beam with H2 or inert gases
such as He and Ar. The molecular beam approach
was first employed to study methane dissociation by
Rettner and co-workers, who utilized translational
kinetic energy to overcome the activation barrier
for methane dissociation on W(1 1 0) surfaces [26].
Since this pioneering work, molecular beam methods
have been regularly used as a probe for investigating
methane dissociation on various surfaces [27–31].

However, it is rather difficult to generate a molec-
ular beam with very low kinetic energies and with
sufficient flux to measure dissociative sticking at
very low sticking probabilities (<10−7, such as those
typically encountered in ‘real world’ methane disso-
ciation, e.g. steam reforming of methane). In typical
elevated pressure catalytic processes, the major frac-

tion of the molecules has a rather low translational
energy, e.g. a mean temperature of 850–1000 K.

A notable drawback of surface science techniques
is their applicability only under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions, conditions far removed from the
real world catalytic processes typically operated at
atmospheric pressures or greater [32]. This limita-
tion has been overcome by combining in a single
apparatus an elevated pressure reactor and an UHV
surface analysis chamber [33–35]. In most of the
‘bulb experiments’ the sample under investigation is
exposed to high incident fluxes of methane (up to sev-
eral Torr) in a elevated-pressure reactor and surface
analysis then subsequently performed in a contiguous
UHV chamber. This approach has facilitated a di-
rect comparison of reaction rates measured on single
crystal surfaces with those measured on ‘real world
catalysts’ and has allowed detailed studies addressing
reaction mechanisms, structure/activity relationships
and the effect of promoters/inhibitors on catalytic
activity [32].

The following surface science techniques have been
used for surface analysis in the following studies to
be discussed:
1. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for surface com-
position and quantitative information on surface
species;

2. low energy electron diffraction (LEED) for deter-
mination of the structure of the single crystal and
ordered adsorbate layers;

3. scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) for imaging
the local surface topography with atomic resolu-
tion;

4. high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HREELS) to identify the adsorbed species.

3. Studies undertaken on Ni single crystals

The dissociation of methane is considered to be the
rate-limiting step in the steam reforming of methane.
This has led to a great interest in investigating the
fundamental sticking process of methane on Ni sin-
gle crystals. Almost two decades ago, Bootsma and
co-workers showed that methane did not adsorb on
Ni(1 1 0) at room temperature without the aid of
an electron excitation sources [36]. The interaction
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of methane with the low index Ni surfaces was in-
vestigated at low pressures (10−4–10−2 Torr) using
AES and LEED [36–38]. The sticking coefficient
for methane on Ni(1 1 0) was observed to be on the
order of 10−8 at temperatures between 473–579 K.
The authors proposed two possible kinetic decompo-
sition processes for methane dissociation on Ni(1 1 0)
with activation energies of 21 and 31 kcal/mol but
refrained from distinguishing between the two due
to the limited experimental accuracy of their kinetic
results [36]. A nucleation and growth model for car-
bon deposition was proposed involving the capture of
the mobile carbon species at the periphery of nickel
carbide islands. No detectable methane adsorption ac-
tivity was found on the Ni(1 1 1) surface (<1×10−10)
whereas a sticking coefficient of∼5 × 10−9 was
measured for the CH4/Ni(1 0 0) system [38]. Also for
CH4/Ni(1 0 0), the initial rate of methane decompo-
sition was found to be comparable at 474 and 503 K
suggesting a non-activated mechanism. Methane dis-
sociation on Ni(1 0 0) produced two different surface
carbides, theb andg forms (g was found to be more
stable and the more tightly bound of the two forms).

In contrast to Bootsma and co-workers, who used
low methane pressures (10−4–10−2 Torr), Beebe et al.
investigated the kinetics of methane decomposition on
Ni(1 1 1), Ni(1 1 0) and Ni(1 0 0) using a relatively high
incident methane flux (1 Torr) [39]. This increase in
pressure from the studies of Bootsma and coworker
provided sufficient pressure to yield an equilibrated
gas layer (with a thickness of several gas mean free
paths) around the heated single crystal. Kinetic exper-
iments were performed in a high-pressure reaction cell
with surface characterization via AES in a contiguous
UHV chamber subsequent to reaction. Fig. 1 shows
the carbon build up on the low index planes of Ni as a
function of time at 450 K. The reaction probability of
methane was the highest on Ni(1 1 0) and the lowest on
Ni(1 1 1). The curved nature of the plots for Ni(1 1 1)
and Ni(1 0 0) are consistent with a strong coverage
dependence of the surface carbon for the methane re-
active sticking. The linear behavior of the data for
Ni(110), however suggested the formation of islands
of surface carbon and/or a much lower dependence of
the reaction on surface carbon coverage. The apparent
activation energies for methane decomposition were
found to be 12.6, 13.3 and 6.4 kcal/mol for Ni(1 1 1),
Ni(1 1 0) and Ni(1 0 0), respectively. Kinetic studies

Fig. 1. Methane decomposition kinetics on low index planes of Ni
single crystal surfaces at 450 K and 1 Torr methane pressure [39].

employing deuterated methane showed a large kinetic
isotopic effect for Ni(1 0 0) whereas no such effect
was observed for the Ni(1 1 0) surface. The importance
of the surface structure for the methane decomposi-
tion reaction was apparent in the observed differences
found for the initial sticking probabilities for methane
on the different surfaces (summarized in Table 1).

The reaction rates measured by Beebe et al. were
found to be an order of magnitude higher than the
steady state rates measured for steam reforming of
methane (taking into account the difference in exper-
imental conditions) [8]. This difference was rational-
ized by the fact that the methane reactive sticking rates
measured in this investigation were initial rates (i.e. on

Table 1
Initial thermal sticking coefficients for methane at 500 K [39]

System Sticking coefficient

CH4/Ni(1 1 1) 1 × 10−8

CH4/Ni(1 0 0) 6 × 10−8

CH4/Ni(1 1 0) 1 × 10−7
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a clean surface) as opposed to steady state rates. On
the other hand, the contradictory results observed by
Bootsma and co-workers [36–38] (lower sticking co-
efficients, non-activated behavior for Ni(1 0 0)) were
explained as due to a nonequilibrated gas above the Ni
single crystal surfaces at the lower methane pressures
employed in these studies.

Ceyer and co-workers investigated the CH4/Ni(1 1 1)
system using molecular beam techniques and
HREELS [27]. Both translational and vibrational
energy were found to exponentially increase the prob-
ability for methane dissociation on Ni(1 1 1). The
authors proposed a translationally/vibrationally ac-
tivated tunneling mechanism for the dissociation of
methane on Ni(1 1 1) surface similar to that suggested
by Rettner and coworkers for methane reactive stick-
ing on tungsten. The absolute value of the sticking
coefficients and the activation energy observed for
CH4/Ni(1 1 1) system found in this study were in
good agreement with the bulb experiments carried
out by Beebe et al. [39]. In a second molecular beam
study, Hamza and Madix reported a linear depen-
dence of methane reactive sticking as a function of
translational energy with a considerably larger stick-
ing coefficients (two to three order magnitude) at a
given incident energy for the CH4/Ni(1 0 0) system
[40], this was in marked contrast to the exponential
dependence measured by Ceyer and co-workers for
the CH4/Ni(1 1 1) system [27].

In subsequent experiments Ceyer and co-workers
showed that collision of inert gas molecules with ph-
ysisorbed CH4 on Ni(1 1 1) at 46 K resulted in the dis-
sociation of methane [41]. The methyl groups result-
ing from the dissociation of methane were detected by
HREELS. The authors proposed a ‘hammer’ model
to explain the above phenomena, i.e. an impulsive
transfer of kinetic energy from Ar or Ne to adsorbed
methane. This impulsive energy transfer was consis-
tent with the mass dependence of the inert gas used, a
result inconsistent with a non-impulsive energy trans-
fer model. In an extension of this work the Ceyer
group carried out the synthesis of benzene on Ni(1 1 1)
[42,43] by first physisorbing methane at 47 K, then
bombarding the methane with Kr atoms. This led
to the formation of adsorbed CH3 and H species
which upon raising the surface temperature, yielded
benzene via a C2H2 intermediate as determined
by HREELS.

Yates and co-workers investigated the effect of an
inert gas diluent on the reactive sticking of methane
on a Ni(1 1 1) single crystal surface [44]. Total carbon
deposition formed via methane decomposition (at
constant total methane fluence) was found to increase
with increasing methane pressure. Below a threshold
pressure of 0.2 Torr no dissociation of methane was
observed. The results were consistent with methane
dissociation proceeding on Ni(1 1 1) via a direct dis-
sociative mechanism (dissociation on impact) rather
than a precursor mediated mechanism (which in-
volves a precursor/trapped state accommodated to the
surface at the surface temperature) [45]. The carbon
deposition efficiency was calculated to be 4× 10−8

C atoms per collision (of CH4) at 1 Torr pressure and
600 K. Mixtures of 10% methane with neon/argon
showed significant carbon decomposition at 0.75 Torr
total pressure (partial pressure of methane: 0.075 Torr)
whereas no carbon deposition was observed with pure
methane at a pressure of 0.075 Torr. The authors pro-
posed that the excitation of methane occurred either
by collision with the Ni(1 1 1) surface or with hot gas
molecules and that the methane molecule then under-
went dissociation upon re-impacting the surface.

Sulfur is a well-known poison of Ni catalysts and
thus understanding the role of this surface modifier
is of considerable importance in the quest for more
sulfur-tolerant Ni catalysts. With this objective our
laboratory undertook the investigation of the effect of
sulfur on the dissociation of methane on a Ni(1 0 0)
surface [46]. Ni(1 0 0) was chosen in order to compare
such data with our previous work addressing the ef-
fect of sulfur on CO methanation on Ni(1 0 0) [47,48].
Fig. 2 shows the initial methane decomposition rate
(at 1 Torr methane) as a function of sulfur coverage,
calibration of the sulfur coverage was accomplished
by using the S/Ni Auger ratio [49]. Comparison with
data on clean Ni(1 0 0) surface [39] revealed that a
very small coverage of sulfur (<0.01 ml) did not ex-
ert a significant influence on the decomposition rate.
However, at higher coverages, sulfur had a significant
detrimental effect on the initial decomposition rate in
that the rate dropped essentially to zero at a sulfur cov-
erage of∼0.3 ml. The linear data as seen in the figure
was fit to a simple first order Langmurian form.

S(θs) = S0(1− αθs) whereθs is the sticking prob-
ability of methane at a given sulfur coverageθs, S0 is
the methane sticking probability on the clean surface
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Fig. 2. Effect of sulfur coverage (ml) on the initial methane decomposition rate [46].

andα denotes the number of dissociation sites blocked
by each sulfur atom. The experimental data indicated
that each sulfur atom was responsible for blocking
three sites for methane activation. This was found to
be in excellent agreement with the molecular beam ex-
periments of Hamza and Madix whose work indicated
the requirement of three sites for methane decomposi-
tion on Ni(1 0 0) [40]. In previous work, Frennet and
co-workers had speculated that methane decomposi-
tion required as many as approximately seven sites on
rhodium [50]. Previous studies in our laboratories had
shown that sulfur exhibited ‘long range’ electronic ef-
fects for the CO methanation reaction in that 10 or
more nickel sites were deactivated by a single sulfur
atom [47].

Bulb experiments in our lab indicated that methane
dissociation on Ni(1 0 0) proceeded predominantly via
a precursor mediated mechanism with only a small
contribution from a direct dissociation mechanism
[51]. This was in conflict with work by Chorkendorff
and co-workers who observed that direct dissociation
mechanism was dominant [52,53]. Our group also in-
vestigated methane decomposition on NiO thin films.
The preparation of these films involved dosing of a
Ni(1 0 0) substrate with 300 l of O2 at ∼325 K and
further annealing to 600 K for 1 min. The reaction
probabilities for methane dissociation on Ni(1 0 0),
NiO/Ni(1 0 0) and NiO powder [54] are plotted in

Fig. 3 as a function of reciprocal temperature. The
methane reactivity on NiO films was found to be
larger than on NiO powder but smaller than that on
a clean Ni(1 0 0) surface. The apparent activation

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the methane reaction probability
for NiO/Ni(1 0 0) thin films [51], Ni(1 0 0) [39] and NiO powder
[54]. The data for methane oxidation on NiO powder is for 25%
methane, 12.5% O2, 67.5% Ar, 1 atm total pressure.
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Fig. 4. Surface structures for Ru(0 0 0 1) andRu(1 12̄ 0) [58].

energy for the CH4/[NiO/Ni(1 0 0)] system was found
to be 8.8 ± 1.1 kcal/mol and was comparable to that
for the CH4/Ni(1 0 0) system. Based on this similarity
the authors proposed that the activation of methane
occurred at metallic Ni sites on the NiO film. Scan-
ning tunneling microscopy studies do in fact, reveal a
Ni defect density of 20–25% for NiO [55] consistent
with the order of magnitude lower methane reaction
probability for the NiO/Ni(1 0 0) relative to Ni(1 0 0).

Very recently Juurlink et al. used an elegant ex-
perimental approach to unravel the mechanism for
methane decomposition on Ni(1 0 0) [56]. They uti-
lized infrared laser excitation of molecules in super-
sonic molecular beam to achieve vibrational excitation
of methane by theν3 antisymmetric C–H stretching
vibrational mode. For all translational energies em-
ployed, singular excitation ofν3 resulted in a large en-
hancement in dissociative chemisorption of methane.
Comparison studies showed that the translational en-
ergy was more effective in enhancing the sticking
probability than the vibrational excitation ofν3.

4. Investigations undertaken on Ru model
catalysts

In recent years, the non-oxidative low temperature
homologation of methane has been proposed as an

alternative to oxidative coupling of methane [19,20].
The process involves methane decomposition in a
first step followed by hydrogenation of the surface
carbonaceous species in a second step to obtain
C2+ hydrocarbons. Ru was found to be a particu-
larly suitable catalyst for this process [57]. To better
characterize this process our laboratories studied this
reaction sequence on Ru catalysts consisting of model
single crystal surfaces as well as the high surface
area supported counterpart. Fig. 4 shows schemat-
ically the Ru(0 0 0 1) andRu(1 12̄ 0) surfaces [58].
The single crystals were cleaned in the UHV spec-
troscopic chamber and subsequently transferred to
a high-pressure reaction chamber via a double-stage
differentially pumped teflon sliding seal. Methane dis-
sociation on the Ru single crystal was carried out in
the reaction chamber subsequent to which the surface
species were detected by HREELS in the UHV cham-
ber. Fig. 5 shows the HREELS spectra subsequent to
methane decomposition on Ru(1 12̄ 0) as a function
of reaction temperature. The large body of HREELS
data related to hydrocarbon decomposition on various
transition metals was utilized to relate the HREELS
signal to various surface species1 . The features at 830
and 3010 cm−1 (observed in the temperature range

1 All related literature cited in [58].
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Fig. 5. HREELS spectra obtained following methane decomposi-
tion on Ru(1 1̄2 0) (5 Torr methane for 120 s) as a function of re-
action temperature [58]. The spectra was collected atEp ∼ 2.2 eV
and at the spectrally reflected beam direction.

of 400–700 K) were attributed to a methylidyne (CH)
species. The loss features at 345, 1165, 1410, 1620
and 2985 cm−1 were assigned to a vinylidene (CCH2)
species. The third set of loss features consisting of
the features at 355, 1085, 1370, 1440 and 2975 cm−1

correspond to the ethylidyne (CCH3) species. In con-
trast methane decomposition on Ru(0 0 0 1) yielded
only the methylidyne and vinylidene species. For
both substrates, only the graphitic phase of carbon
was observed above 700 K.

The kinetics of the two step methane homologa-
tion reaction was investigated in a separate chamber
equipped with a gas chromatograph along with AES
and TPD [59,60]. The reaction sequence used for the
two step process was as follows:
1. dissociation of methane was carried out in the

high-pressure reaction-cell at the desired tempera-
ture for 5 min;

2. the methane was pumped away and the temperature
of the crystal was lowered simultaneously;

3. after hydrogenation for 10 min the product
gas-mixture was detected with a flame ionization
detector.
Under these experimental conditions the maximum

yield in ethane/propane was obtained at 500 K (first
step temperature) on both Ru(0 0 0 1) andRu(1 12̄ 0)
single crystal catalysts. Optimum reaction conditions
resulted in the production of 16% ethane and 2%
propane. The ethane/propane yield maximized at a
hydrogenation temperature (second step) of 400 K on
Ru(0 0 0 1)whereas no such maximum was observed
on Ru(1 12̄ 0). HREELS studies in parallel had shown
that four species, i.e. methylidyne (CH), vinylidene
(CCH2), ethylidyne (CCH3) and graphitic species
were observed on Ru(1 12̄ 0) after the methane de-
composition step. However, only three species (CH,
CCH2 and graphitic) were observed for the Ru(0 0 0 1)
surface [58].

The vinylidene species were proposed to be the
dominant precursors for C2 production since:
1. the maximum in HREELS intensities of the vinyli-

dene species (rather than the methylidyne species)
coincided with the maximum in ethane/propane
production;

2. the hydrogenation of the vinylidene species to
ethane was expected to be more facile than the
polymerization and hydrogenation of the methyli-
dyne species to ethane.
Based on the HREELS and kinetic studies the fol-

lowing reaction mechanism was proposed for methane
coupling on Ru surfaces (shown in Fig. 6) [60]. Disso-
ciative methane chemisorption in the first step between
400–600 K results in the formation of methylidyne
and vinylidene species on the Ru surface. The methyl-

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for the reaction mechanism for methane
coupling on Ru surfaces [60].
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Fig. 7. Comparison of ethane yields for single crystal surfaces
[59] and supported Ru catalysts (conditions used were: GHSV
(methane) = 6000 h−1, total methane input= 4.8mmol, T
(H2) = 368 K, GHSV (H2) = 2000 h−1.

idyne intermediates are then directly hydrogenated to
methane or polymerized to vinylidene species. Hydro-
genation of these vinylidene species finally results in
the production of ethane.

These studies included the study of the coupling
reaction on a silica supported Ru catalyst [61]. It is
noteworthy that the ethane yields for the high area
supported catalyst and the single crystals were com-
parable (same order of magnitude). The comparison
of the ethane yields as a function of temperature for
both systems are shown in Fig. 7. For the supported
Ru catalyst the maximum of the ethane yield shifted
toward higher temperatures relative to the single crys-
tals. The yield for ethane optimized at 30–35% carbon
coverage and was about 13–15%.

Earlier HREELS studies in our laboratories showed
the presence of only the graphitic phase on both
Ru(1 12̄ 0) and Ru(0 0 0 1)surfaces after methane
dissociation above 700 K [58]. The nature of these
inactive carbonaceous species was studied using
HREELS, STM and LEED [62]. In these studies
the methane decomposition was carried out in the
high-pressure cell at 800 K at a methane pressure of
10 Torr. STM measurements were then carried out ex
situ after completion of the reaction. The STM images
indicate the presence of small carbonaceous clusters

on the surface with a diameter and apparent height
of ∼10–15 and∼2–3 Å, respectively These clusters
were adsorbed on lower terraces of the step edges of
the surface and were evenly distributed inside carbon
islands. The HREEL spectrum was also found to be
consistent with the presence of small carbon clusters.
LEED studies suggested that the individual carbon
atoms (within the clusters) were preferentially ori-
ented along the〈0 0 0 1〉 plane of Ru. On Ru(1 1̄2 0),
the carbon atoms formed from methane decompo-
sition at 800 K nucleated to form three-dimensional
particles of graphite. This difference in growth pat-
terns of carbon atoms was attributed to the structural
differences between the two substrates.

The substrate signal is known to interfere with the
detection of fractional monolayers of carbon (by AES
[63] and XPS [64]) on the Ru surface. To circumvent
this, the δ (CH) intensity obtained from HREELS
was utilized to estimate the sticking probability of
methane on Ru(0 0 0 1) [65]. The measured sticking
co-efficients varied from 10−6 to 10−7 in the tempera-
ture range 500–650 K. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of
methane sticking coefficients on Ru(0 0 0 1) and low
index planes of Ni crystals. The apparent activation
energy for the methane decomposition on Ru(0 0 0 1)
was estimated to be 8.5 kcal/mol. This value was in
reasonable agreement with the methane dissociation
activation energy (6.2 kcal/mol) on Ru-silica catalysts

Fig. 8. Methane sticking coefficients for CH4/Ru(0 0 0 1) [65].
Included for comparison are those measured from low index planes
of Ni crystals [39].
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[66]. Molecular beam studies carried out by Larsen
et al. on the same system also showed excellent
agreement for the activation energy measurements
(∼8.8 kcal/mol) [31].

5. Concluding remarks

These investigations using a variety of model cata-
lysts have clearly illustrated the efficacy of model
catalyst studies in providing a greater understanding
of the methane activation process. Ni single crys-
tal studies have shown methane dissociation to be
structure sensitive and thus have contributed to the
solution of a fundamental question in heterogeneous
catalysis. Important information regarding sulfur as
a surface modifier has been obtained via these model
studies. Investigation of methane homologation on Ru
model catalysts has been successful in determining
the intermediate surface species and in implicating a
particular reaction mechanism.

It is apparent that catalysis and surface science are
complementary disciplines and an integrated approach
will continue to contribute to the understanding of the
vastly complex world of heterogeneous catalysis.
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